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Si Kier at ang Kanyang Madyik Istiker Si Kier at ang Kanyang Madyik Istiker ISBN 978-621-438-401-3ISBN 978-621-438-401-3

Ang pinakapaborito ni Kier sa kaniyang mga koleksyon ay ang koleksyon niya ng mga istiker. 
Natatangi sa mga ito ang kaniyang madyik istiker dahil para sa kaniya ay nagpapagaan ito ng 
kalooban. Hanggang isang araw, kung kailan niya ito mas kailangan, saka ito naubos at nawalan 
ng madyik.

Alamin ang totoong madyik sa likod ng mga istiker ni Kier.

Teacher Vicky Teacher Vicky 
The Life Story of Victoria Bonanza Anastacio-CoralejoThe Life Story of Victoria Bonanza Anastacio-Coralejo        ISBN 978-621-438-404-4ISBN 978-621-438-404-4

This is a story about how a young woman overcame the challenges of life to become one of the 
most inspiring teachers in the Philippines. 

A Week of TiesA Week of Ties  ISBN 978-621-438-181-4ISBN 978-621-438-181-4

From Monday to Friday, Charlie’s dad wears different kinds of ties. And they make Charlie feel 
everything but happy! But Dad always ends the weekend with Charlie’s favorite kinds of ties.

Learn the names of all the days with Charlie in A Week of Ties.

Pass the Message to PicasoPass the Message to Picaso  ISBN 978-621-438-023-7ISBN 978-621-438-023-7

In the small town of Chatterville, news travels fast! What starts out as light showers quickly 
become a storm! It’s up to Picaso to get to the truth before things get out of hand.

Ang Alaga Ang Alaga ISBN 978-621-438-182-1ISBN 978-621-438-182-1

Pipit kayang madaldal o itik na makulit? Tuta kayang malikot o kuting na masungit? Alamin ang 
bagong alaga sa bahay ni Kuya.



Sleepless Beauty ISBN 978-621-438-009-1

Princess Somniera can’t sleep a wink. And it’s all because of a curse placed upon her when she 
was just a baby. 

When the curse is finally fulfilled, Princess Somniera falls fast asleep, along with the rest of the 
kingdom. Will the right person find the princess and break the spell? Can this curse actually be a 
blessing for the kingdom of Dorma?

CinderspectarellaCinderspectarella ISBN 978-621-8006-60-7

Cinderella can’t do anything right. She always seems to be messing up the orders of her stepsisters 
and stepmom, even when she tries the hardest. Thankfully, her fairy godmother steps in and 
discovers her problem! Join Cinderella in her funny adventure, and discover what finally helps 
her see clearly. 

The Princess and the Frog Allergies ISBN 978-621-8006-85-0

Princess Elergen is in a bind! She promised a talking frog with a red bow tie that she’d let him tag 
along if she gets her golden ball back. But every time the frog is near her, her eyes water and her 
nose gets itchy! How does the princess solve her allergy problems and how does this frog get his 
happily ever after?

Happy Whisker’s Day ISBN 978-621-8006-40-9

Wispy, wiry, stiff, and tickly — just what are whiskers?
Why do some animals have whiskers?
What animals have whiskers?
Learn the importance of these hairy patches in this wonderful story.



50 Fun, Fierce, and Fabulous Filipinas50 Fun, Fierce, and Fabulous Filipinas ISBN 978-621-438-008-4ISBN 978-621-438-008-4

A perfect stocking stuffer for your fun, fierce and fab friend packed with mini stories on the 
lives of 50 outstanding Filipinas from the past to the present. From cultural icons such as Apo 
Whang-Od to the founders of outstanding institutions and brilliant scientists, this book tells these 
women’s stories of talent, bravery, genius and fortitude.

The Ch[a]os Theory and Love’s MultiversesThe Ch[a]os Theory and Love’s Multiverses ISBN 978-621-8006-86-7ISBN 978-621-8006-86-7

Anj CP once again takes us into the realm of feely and mushy stuff with her second anthology 
of love poems, entitled “The Ch(a)os Theory and Love’s Multiverses.” This time, however, the 
readers are in for a new surprise— with a trip to the black holes and different dimensions of the 
sometimes chaotic but still wondrous experience called “love.”

Love Talaga Love Talaga ISBN 978-621-8006-46-1ISBN 978-621-8006-46-1

This collection of honest and passionate love poems presents 50 heartily written pieces that focus 
on different phases and faces of amorous love. The poems feature moments of openness as well as 
hurt and heartbreak expressed through the voices of different personas. Perfect for when you’re 
in love or in the mood for something romantic, the book speaks to readers through verses that are 
written with a good balance of humble insight, appealing imagery, and the right amount of sass 
and drama that will surely strum your heartstrings.


